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Why is the Business Cycle Important?
S&P 500 (log scale) and official National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) U.S. Recessions

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis: Over the 90 years between 1927 and 2017, the average S&P 500 monthly return during expansions was +0.89% (889 months),
compared to an average S&P 500 monthly return during recessions of -0.71% (191 months). In terms of proportions of time: expansion months
account for about 80% and recession months about 20%. The business cycle also has important implications for Fed policy. *Note that
recessions are not announced by the NBER until well after their start dates*
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Business Cycle
Conference Board’s Coincident Economic Index (black) and NBER recessions
“The committee recognizes that the pandemic and the
public health response have resulted in a downturn with
different characteristics and dynamics than prior
recessions. Nonetheless, it concluded that the
unprecedented magnitude of the decline in employment
and production, and its broad reach across the entire
economy, warrants the designation of this episode as a
recession, even if it turns out to be briefer than earlier
contractions.” – NBER (6/8/2020)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: We are currently in the recovery phase of the new economic expansion that started in April 2020. The coincident economic indicators
index has recovered about 90% of its recession decline. The pace has slowed recently, suggesting we may not be out of the recovery phase until
Bloomberg ®
10:06:10
7
the
middle of11/03/2021
next year.
The recession (which is defined as the contraction phase) only lasted two months. The Conference Board’s Coincident
Economic Index aggregates total employment, industrial production, personal income, and manufacturing sales. It does a good job of indicating
recession end points, and was well ahead of the NBER recession-end announcement.
NBER: https://www.nber.org/cycles.html
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Business Cycle Backdrop
Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index and the S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The ongoing economic expansion continues to underpin this bull market. The Leading Economic Indicators (LEIs) Index continues to
make
new
highs.
Bloomberg
® all-time
11/12/2021
17:53:17 The recession ended in April 2020, making it the shortest recession on record. It underscores why the market bottomed
4
when it did—bear markets usually bottom before recessions end. It was a two-month recession, and about a one-month bear market. It might be
better thought of as a crash. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if the LEI Index trended back down while the
market was flat to higher.
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U.S. Leading Economic Indicators (LEIs) Index
Conference Board’s LEI Index and YoY Rate of Change

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The LEI index further increased in September (for the eighteenth consecutive month) and made a new all-time high. The pace has
slowed but the move higher was still broad-based. As previously noted, the 2020 Covid-induced recession was the first time the LEIs failed to
Bloomberg ®
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signal
an imminent
recession (given the positive picture in February 2020)—that speaks to the sudden exogenous shock nature of the Covid19
pandemic/shutdown. Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the economic outlook if the YoY rate of change moved below zero.
Conference Board LEI release: https://www.conference-board.org/pdf_free/press/US%20LEI%20-%20Tech%20Notes%20October%202021.pdf
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U.S. Yield Curve Steepness
(10yr yield – 3mo yield)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Yield curve steepness is little changed over the past month. Prior to the recession, the 10yr-3m yield curve had inverted (meaning the
3-month yield was higher than the 10-year yield) from May to October 2019 and again briefly in Q1 2020. 10yr-3m inversion has historically been
11/03/2021 10:06:10
12
a Bloomberg
strong ®recession
indicator (with recessions historically starting 6-18 months after initial inversion). In hindsight, this may be one of the only
leading indicators that “predicted” the 2020 recession. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the economic outlook if the yield curve
inverted.
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Checklist
Chart

Time Horizon

Per Framework Outlook on Business Cycle

LEIs

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Yield Curve

Medium Term

Positive

U.S. PMIs

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Global PMIs

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Job Gains

Medium Term

Positive

U-3 v 12m MA

Medium Term

Positive

SF Fed U-3 Model

Medium Term

Positive

Labor Market Slack

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Output Gap

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

GDP Nowcast

Short Term

Positive

Household Credit

Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

U.S. Consumer Confidence

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Lending Standards

Medium Term

Positive

High Yield Spread

Short/Medium Term

Positive

U.S. Building Permits

Medium/Longer Term

Neutral/Positive

Time Horizon

Overall Outlook on Business Cycle

Short Term (<6 months)

Neutral/Positive with medium uncertainty

Medium/Longer Term (6m - 5 years)

Positive with medium uncertainty

© Merk Investments LLC
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U.S. Financial Conditions
Chicago Fed National Financial Conditions Index (inverted in grey) and the S&P 500 (black)
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Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Financial conditions remain generally supportive of equities. The big reversal in early April 2020 was likely in large part due to Fed
Bloomberg ®
11/15/2021 15:53:15
1
programs.
Financial
conditions have generally been moving in line with the equity market (i.e., they haven’t been the leading indicator that they
were in mid-2007 on the downside and in late 2008 on the upside). Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if
financial conditions tightened beyond -0.50 while the market remained flat to higher.
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Uncertainty (“Wall-of-Worry”)
U.S. Economic Uncertainty Index (inverted in grey) and S&P 500 (black)

Lower Uncertainty
65

Uncertainty very low at
prior market tops

Higher Uncertainty

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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market
on a forward-looking basis, as it provides more room for uncertainty to decline. Worrying headlines are fuel for a bull market. As the
expression goes: if you wait for an all-clear signal, you’ll buy at the top. This chart also reminds us that markets don’t bottom on good news. Chart
Bloomberg ®
11/12/2021 17:53:17
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Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook around the 65 level on policy uncertainty (dashed line).

Methodology: The index quantifies newspaper coverage of policy-related economic uncertainty, the number of federal tax code provisions set to
expire in future years, and disagreement among economic forecasters. http://www.policyuncertainty.com/methodology.html
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Market Breadth
Percent of S&P 500 member stocks above their 200d Moving Averages when the S&P 500 Makes a New Bull Market High

65%

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Breadth at the most recent bull market high (11/8/2021) was 76% (well above the 65% warning level). Typically, as a bull market ages,
breadth
declines—you
can see that in the 1999/2000 peak and the 2007 peak. The last bull market (2009-2020) had an unnatural end due to the
Bloomberg
®
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1
pandemic/lockdowns. As a result of the crash and the new bull market, breadth was reset to 2009 levels and is now gradually coming down.
Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if the S&P made new bull market highs with breadth below 65%.
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S&P 500 Index and S&P 500 Equal Weight Index
S&P 500 Index (black) and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index (grey)
2000 Market Top Bearish Divergence

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Last week’s new all-time high in the S&P 500 was confirmed and supported by a new all-time high in the S&P 500 equal weight index
(eachBloomberg
stock®has11/12/2021
an equal
weight). This suggests market breadth is reasonably healthy—in contrast to the March 2000 market top, with a clear
18:16:18
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bearish divergence. The absence of a negative is a positive.
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Margin Debt
Margin Debt and S&P 500 (top panel), 12-month change in Ratio of Margin Debt / S&P 500 (bottom panel)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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(2000 and 2007), margin debt rose significantly relative to the equity market, possibly reflecting the euphoric phase of the bull market, or long
positions
switching
from strong hands (unleveraged) to weak hands (leveraged). It may be worth noting that margin debt didn’t rise relative to the
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
13
stock market (bottom panel) coming into the 2020 Covid-crash and the market recovered to new all-time highs quickly. Also, commentators that
focus on the dollar value of margin debt have been (wrongly) warning about it since 2013. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the
market outlook if the YoY rate of change of the ratio (bottom panel) moved above 30. It might be worth noting that margin debt build-up was one
of the key features of the 1929 bubble/market top.
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Checklist
Chart

Time Horizon

Per Framework Characterization

Earnings

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Business Cycle

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Global growth

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Financial Conditions

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Central Bank Support

Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Private Sector Balance

Medium Term

Positive

Uncertainty*

Medium Term

Positive

Market Breadth

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Market Sentiment*

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Negative

Margin Debt*

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Correlation/Volatility*

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

VIX Curve

Short Term

Positive

S&P 500 50d v 200d MA

Medium Term

Positive

Valuation

Medium/Longer Term

Negative

Time Horizon

Overall Characterization

Short Term (<6 months)

Neutral/Positive with high uncertainty

Medium/Longer Term (6m-5years)

Positive with high uncertainty

© Merk Investments LLC
*contrarian indicators
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COVID19 Confirmed New Cases per Day: US and EU
Covid19 Confirmed New Cases (7-day Moving Average) in US (black) and EU (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: European new cases have been trending higher and are not far from last winter’s pre-vaccine levels (grey line). EU trends have been a
leading indicator for US trends.
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EU COVID19 Confirmed New Cases and Deaths
Covid19 Confirmed New Cases and Deaths per day (7-day Moving Average)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: It’s not just cases in Europe, but also deaths. So, even with 70% vaccination rate, the pandemic continues.
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U.S. Consumer Price Index and Inflation Rate
CPI Index (top panel) CPI YoY Rate of Change (bottom panel)
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Analysis: From 2010-2020 (pre-pandemic), the annualized pace of consumer price inflation was 1.8%. Since the onset of the pandemic (including
the initial deflationary dip), the pace has been 4.1%. And the pace has been accelerating recently as the lower panel shows.
Bloomberg ®
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S&P 500 and Inflation Expectations
S&P 500 (top panel) and 10-Year Breakevens (bottom panel)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Inflation expectations as judged by the 10-year breakevens (derived from Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)) reached a new
high going back to the start of TIPS issuance in 1998.
Bloomberg ®
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S&P 500 Forward P/E Ratio and Inflation Expectations
S&P 500 Index Forward Price/Earnings Ratio (black) and 10-year Inflation Expectations (inverted in grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: In general, higher inflation or inflation expectations might pressure the P/E multiple—all else equal. The above chart shows the inverse
relationship between the forward price-to-earnings ratio and inflation expectations (note that inflation expectations are inverted on the y-axis).
Bloomberg ®
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*On this chart the grey series is shifted forward on the horizontal axis to show the potential fit as a leading indicator*
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Chart - 11/12/2021
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S&P 500 Price/Earnings Ratio vs U.S. 10yr Yield
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (inverted) and S&P 500 Price/Earnings Ratio

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: In contrast to the previous slide, it may make more sense that the P/E multiple follows inversely with the US 10yr yield,
Bloomberg
®
11/12/2021 17:56:17
which
hasn’t
moved
up as much as inflation expectations. Rising yields (and rising inflation expectations) would likely warrant 1 a
decline in the P/E multiple. But generally, a relatively low U.S. 10yr yield (relative to long-term history) might justify a relatively higher
P/E ratio in the equity market (relative to long-term history).
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10Yr Yield and Inflation Expectations
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (black) and 10yr Inflation Expectations (grey) and 10yr Yield minus Inflation Expectations (lower panel)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Analysis: nominal yields have not kept up with inflation expectations. There has been a steady decline in real rates (lower panel).
Bloomberg ®
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Chart - 11/12/2021
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S&P 500 Real Earnings Yield
S&P 500 Earnings Yield (inverse of trailing P/E Ratio) minus CPI YoY Inflation (grey) and S&P 500 (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The measured “real earnings yield” (i.e., S&P 500 trailing earnings yield minus CPI YoY inflation rate) has gone negative (due to the
Bloomberg ®
11/12/2021 18:47:18
38
high April and May YoY CPI readings). Past instances of measured negative real yields have come before sharp market declines, but the sample
size is small.
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S&P 500 Real Earnings Yield vs Treasury Real Yield
S&P 500 Earnings Yield (inverse of forward P/E Ratio) minus 10-year breakeven rate (black) and U.S. 10yr Real Rates (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Perhaps a better way of looking at the real earnings yield is to use the forward earnings yield (i.e., inverse of the forward P/E ratio) and
Bloomberg ®
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compare it to the 10-year Treasury real yield (i.e., the yield of 10yr TIPS (Treasury Inflation Protected Securities)). As you can see, the forward
real yield for stocks is still well above zero and well above the 10-yr real yield (which is about -1.2%).
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Equities vs. Fixed Income
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (black) and S&P 500 Index Current Earnings Yield (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: According to the so-called “Fed Model,” which compares the earnings yield on stocks to the yield on a 10yr Treasury note, stocks still
appear to be relatively cheap compared to bonds, as they offer a higher yield.
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Risk Premia
Yield on Cash, Treasuries, Corporate Bonds, and Stocks
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Analysis: Stocks yield more than corporate bonds, which yield more than Treasury bonds, which yield more than cash. To put this chart into the
Bloomberg
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18:43:18P/E ratios, the equity yield shown above (the blue line) is the earnings-to-price yield, or E/P ratio, which is merely the
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context
of charts
showing
inverse of the P/E ratio.
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TINA Effect: Equities vs. Bonds
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (grey) and S&P 500 Index Dividend Yield (black)
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Analysis: The trailing 12-month dividend yield on the S&P 500 is about the same level as the U.S. 10yr yield. Of course the $ value of dividends
is expected
to grow
over time with the growth of the global economy, whereas the $ value of Treasury coupons is fixed. This relates to the soBloomberg ®
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called “TINA” effect (There Is No Alternative (to stocks)).
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S&P 500 Index
S&P 500 Index (black) with Secular Bear Market Lows (grey lines)

In 2009, the market traded
at the same level as in 1996

In 1974, the market traded
at the same level as in 1961
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Analysis: In 1974, the S&P 500 traded at the same level as in 1961 (dividends excluded). And in 2009, the S&P 500 traded at the same level as
in 1996
(dividends
excluded). It’s conceivable that the market may trade at similar levels to today (or lower) at some point 5-10 years from now. 1
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S&P 500 Total Returns by Year
Calendar Year Total % Return for the S&P 500 (2009-2021)
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Analysis: I think most investors or fund managers would like to have this track record: 16.4% average total return per year for 13 years, only one
downBloomberg
year (-® 4.4%).
This
market has not been kind to the bears. There’s been retrospective FOMO.
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Long-term Mean-Reversion Framework
S&P 500 Trailing 10 Year Compound Annualized Rate of Return (black) and Month over Month rate of return (grey)
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Analysis: Here is the real-world (messy) data to the previous chart’s simplified diagram. As noted: in my view, markets tend to be mean-reverting
in the short-term (days to months), trending in the medium-term (years to a decade or more), and mean-reverting again in the long-term
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(over multiple decades)—around some long-term average annualized rate of return (e.g., about 7% in the above S&P 500 data). My
overall investment philosophy is to invest in long-term trends (ignoring the short-term mean reversion noise) and to be contrarian at major turning
points. I think this framework is helpful to keep in mind regarding potential asset allocation shifts.
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Long-term Mean-Reversion Framework
Simplified Model for Rolling 10-Year Annualized Returns (Hypothetical Stock Market Index)
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Analysis: In my view, markets tend to be mean-reverting in the short-term (days to months), trending in the medium-term (years to a decade or
more),Bloomberg
and mean-reverting
again in the long-term (over multiple decades)—around some long-term average annualized rate of return (e.g.,17%
®
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in the above model). My overall investment philosophy is to invest in long-term trends (ignoring the short-term mean-reversion noise) and to be
contrarian at major turning points. I think this framework is helpful to keep in mind regarding potential asset allocation shifts. For example, this
framework relates to my positive outlook on emerging markets, which started to develop over the summer of 2020.
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Market Capitalization by Category
(in USD Trillions)
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Analysis: U.S. large-cap market cap is around 41 trillion. U.S. small-cap is around 3.7T in market cap. International Developed is around 22.5T.
Emerging
around
23.6 trillion. Small-cap value, depending on which index you use, is between 900B and 2.4T.
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Long-term Mean-Reversion Framework
Trailing 10 Year Compound Annualized Rate of Return for S&P 500 (black), Russell 2000 (grey), MSCI EAFE (red), and MSCI Emerging Markets (blue)
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Analysis: Assuming mean-reversion takes hold at some point, emerging markets could once again return 10-15% per annum on a trailing 10-year
basis. Given that I think the U.S. dollar is now in a secular bear market—and is therefore a tailwind to EM—that process of mean-reversion may
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40
have already begun. To put that in a slightly different context, it seems reasonable to think there’s a good chance that in ten years from now the
blue line will be above the black line. One of the strongest behavioral tendencies is for humans to extrapolate recent trends indefinitely out into
the future, and yet the idea that the S&P 500 will return 12% per year over the next ten years, and EM only 2% over the next ten years, seems
unlikely to me.
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Small-Cap Value vs. S&P 500
Small Cap Value (Russell 2000 Value Index) (grey) and S&P 500 (black) indexes to 100 at March 2000 Market Top
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Analysis: From the dotcom market top in March 2000 through the end of 2004, small cap value was up over 90% and the S&P 500 was down over 20%.
ThisBloomberg
speaks® to the
value of diversification even within the equities asset class.
11/15/2021 14:05:14
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Asset Allocation
Market Cap, Risk Parity, and Blended Weightings

Analysis: the above asset allocation chart shows market-cap weights (the default passive approach to weighting), risk-parity weights, and a
blended average of the two. Risk-parity uses past correlation and volatility data to produce an allocation that puts equal amounts of risk (as
defined by modern portfolio theory) into each asset. When using a risk-parity approach, the selection of assets to put into the mix at the start will
have a big influence on the output weights. As such, I’ve chosen three domestic indexes (large-cap, mid-cap, and small-cap value) and two
international indexes (developed markets and emerging markets). And this allows for an outcome that doesn’t deviate too much from a marketcap based global equity allocation in terms of the split between domestic and international exposure. From here, one can use discretionary
adjustments to overweight or underweight or to cap certain exposures etc.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average
Long Term Chart of The Dow Jones Industrial Average Index (log scale)
“No original members of the Dow remain in the index… the Dow [recently] crossed 30k for the first time ever. One
notable characteristic of the Dow is that, like the S&P 500, it goes through a lot of turnover. In fact, no members of
the original 12-component Dow from 1896 remain in the index. General Electric (GE), the last original member, was
replaced in 2018. ExxonMobil (XOM), which was a member of the Dow when it became a 30-component index in
1928, was the oldest member of the Dow when it was eventually replaced in August. This turnover explains why
these market indices keep going up. The committees that manage these indices are regularly replacing names with
those that make them more in tuned with the economy, which also sees outdated business models get replaced by
new ones. “While stock selection is not governed by quantitative rules, a stock typically is added only if the
company has an excellent reputation, demonstrates sustained growth and is of interest to a large number of
investors,” S&P Dow Jones explains… They added Apple to the index in 2015, a stock that’s up an eye-popping
61% year-to-date; the name it replaced, AT&T, is down 21%... Companies like Apple, which index creator Charles
Dow probably wouldn’t have ever imagined, come out of nowhere and become a key driver of investors’ returns.
And so, the Dow is a reminder for investors who consider themselves to be stock pickers that you don’t have to sit
on stocks forever, especially the losers. Even Warren Buffett, who famously said his “favorite holding period is
forever,” regularly dumps stocks.” - Sam Ro (Yahoo Finance)
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Analysis: Industries and companies rise and fall over time. A company can go bankrupt, and its stock prices can go to zero. But an index changes in
composition over time, and is highly unlikely to go to zero. Despite secular bear markets along the way, the broad market has generally gone up over
®
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time.Bloomberg
For example,
the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index has changed in composition over the years. No original members of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average remain in the index. If an investor had bought all the companies in the Dow in 1900 and never changed the composition of their
portfolio, it likely would have done extremely poorly over the past 120 years. Index funds allow investors to buy an index like it’s a stock. Chances are
you’ll be better off holding an index fund or a basket of index funds over the next 120 years than any fixed group of individual stocks.
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Private Sector Balance and S&P 500
U.S. Domestic Private Sector Surplus/Deficit relative to GDP (12-month Moving Average) (grey) and the S&P 500 Index (black)

The US private sector balance went into
deficit before two major bear markets (2000
and 2007). The same was true prior to the
1929 crash and the 1989 Japan crash
(looking at Japanese sectoral balances).

2022 Forecast
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Analysis: The domestic private sector balance went into deficit before two major bear markets (2000 and 2007). The same was true ahead of the
1929 crash and the 1989 Japan crash (looking the Japanese sectoral balances). The US private sector balance is the the inverse of the US
Bloomberg ®
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government
budget
deficit net of the trade deficit. In other words, US govt deficits flow to US households and businesses and to the rest of the
world via the trade deficit. The private sector surplus is forecast to be +3% for 2022 and +1.7% for 2023. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally
negative on the market outlook if the domestic private sector balance moves into deficit. See the additional charts section for more context on this
framework.
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Sectoral Balances
US Businesses (grey), Households (blue), State and Local Govt (green), and Foreign (red) Surpluses/Deficits and Federal Government Deficits (black)
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Analysis: This chart shows the net quarterly balances (i.e., surpluses/deficits) for US businesses (grey), households (blue), state and local
governments (green), and the rest of the world (red), along with federal government deficits (black). The foreign balance is basically the inverse
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of the US trade deficit (a surplus to the rest of the world).
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The Federal Government’s Deficits are Everyone Else’s Surpluses
US Business, Household, State and Local Govt, and Foreign Net Savings (black) and Federal Government Deficits (red)
The US Federal Govt is a monetary sovereign with sole issuing power of the currency (USD). In other
words, it's the currency issuer, everyone else (U.S. businesses, households, state and local
governments, and the rest of the world (to the extent they want them)) are currency (USD) users. It’s an
accounting identity that if US businesses and households want to accumulate dollars/dollar assets (i.e.,
run net surpluses), the Federal govt deficit needs to be bigger than the current account deficit (dollars
that flow to the rest of the world). State and Local Govts aim to run balanced budgets. Households and
businesses aim to accumulate wealth. And foreigners want dollars for private savings and official FX
reserves. It's important to understand the implications of monetary sovereignty and stock-flow consistent
accounting.
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Analysis: This is an aggregation of the previous chart. In general, government deficits end up as surpluses in the private sector. It's an accounting
identity that if U.S. businesses and households want to save dollars (i.e., run net surpluses), the Federal govt needs to run a deficit, and it needs
Bloomberg ®
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to be bigger than the current account deficit (dollars that flow to the rest of the world). State and Local Govts aim to run balanced budgets.
Households and businesses aim to run surpluses. And foreigners tend to want U.S. dollars for private savings and official FX reserves (i.e., they
also aim to run surpluses).
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Fiscal Policy and Recessions
U.S. Government Budget Balance as a % of GDP and Recessions
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Analysis: Past recessions had been preceded by tighter fiscal policy than we had coming into the 2020 Covid pandemic/shock recession. 2.4%
deficit to GDP was the biggest deficit going into a recession, perhaps suggesting that a deficit smaller than 2.5% represents recession risk. Fiscal
Bloomberg
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is11/15/2021
extremely
expansionary. In the same way that the GFC ushered in a new standard for monetary policy (aggressive QE), Covid may
have ushered in a new standard for fiscal policy (aggressive deficit spending/fiscal relief). The above chart illustrates a trend of lower lows in
terms of how deep the budget deficit gets in recessions. Separately, expansions may be getting longer, and recessions getting shorter. All four of
the expansions since the early 1980s are among the top six longest in the thirty-four expansions recorded by the NBER since 1854.
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Budget Deficit Projections
U.S. Government Budget Balance as a % of GDP – Projections for 2021 (black) and 2022 (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: As the previous slide shows, recessions almost always start with deficits less than 2.5%. Using that level as a guideline, we can track
whether deficits are projected to be above the -2.5% level (as a recession risk warning sign).
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Disclosure
This report was prepared by Merk Investments LLC (“Merk Investments”), and reflects the current opinion of the
authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Merk Investments makes no
representation regarding the advisability of investing in the products herein. The information contained herein reflects
Merk Investments’ current views and opinions with respect to, among other things, future events and financial
performance. Any forward-looking statements contained herein are based on current estimates and expectations.
Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to change without notice. This information does not
constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. The information
contained herein is general in nature and is provided solely for educational and informational purposes. Some believe
predicting recessions is either impossible or very difficult. The information provided does not constitute legal, financial
or tax advice. You should obtain advice specific to your circumstances from your own legal, financial and tax advisors.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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